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And 
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1. BACKGROUND.  

In the sprawling, vibrant tapestry of the digital financial revolution, certain entities 

emerge not just as participants, but as pioneers. doublejack.world Limited, hereinafter 

referred to interchangeably as "doublejack" or "DJCK TOKEN," stands tall as one such 

pioneering organization, steering the course of digital innovation in the global iGaming 

industry. 

Originating in the pristine environs of the British Virgin Islands (BVI), doublejack.world 

Limited is a beacon of trust and transparency. Registered meticulously under the BVI 

jurisdiction, the company bears the hallmark of a licensed gambling entity, capacitated 

to operate seamlessly within the vast spectrum of the iGaming world. Yet, this isn't an 

entity that's content resting on its laurels. doublejack prides itself on promoting 

responsible gambling, ensuring that players tread the exciting avenues of online 

gaming securely, ethically, and transparently. 

Emerging as a potent arm of doublejack.world Limited, DJCK TOKEN (PTY) LTD 

manifests as a specialized entity, intricately weaving its threads in South Africa's 

vibrant financial landscape. Operating as a full-fledged subsidiary of doublejack.world 

Limited, DJCK TOKEN encapsulates the essence of digital finance. Registered diligently 

in South Africa, it is an organization that epitomizes the harmonization of cutting-edge 

technology and financial acumen. 

The prowess of DJCK TOKEN isn't confined merely to its technological flair. In its quest 

to redefine digital financial frontiers, the company collaborates closely with Pronexus 

Treasury, a stalwart in financial services. Recognized and venerated as an authorized 

financial services provider (FSP 51616), Pronexus Treasury operates under the 

meticulous oversight of the Financial Sector Conduct Authority (FSCA) within the 

Republic of South Africa. This alliance between DJCK TOKEN and Pronexus Treasury 

isn't merely transactional; it's transformative. Through this partnership, clients are 
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assured a plethora of financial services, each underpinned by the stringent standards 

and oversight that a regulated institution like Pronexus Treasury guarantees. 

DJCK TOKEN's strategic foray into the world of ISO 20022 certified blockchain 

technology isn't incidental. It's a reflection of the company's unwavering commitment 

to catalyzing financial revolutions. By issuing asset-backed tokens and integrating 

state-of-the-art blockchain solutions, DJCK TOKEN isn't merely participating in the 

FinTech arena; it's sculpting its very contours. Its unique positioning, straddling the 

worlds of online gambling and avant-garde financial technology, allows DJCK TOKEN 

to offer solutions that are groundbreaking, secure, and focused on user-centricity. 

In an industry characterized by rapid shifts and innovations, DJCK TOKEN shines as a 

paragon of stability, innovation, and trust. It doesn't merely offer products; it crafts 

experiences. By fostering a platform that's fairer, more inclusive, and thoroughly 

accessible, DJCK TOKEN propounds a vision where digital finance and entertainment 

converge seamlessly, enriching users globally. 

In essence, the journey of doublejack and DJCK TOKEN isn't just about digital tokens 

or gaming platforms. It's a testament to the spirit of innovation, the tenacity to lead, 

and the vision to craft a digital future that's equitable, exciting, and empowering for 

all stakeholders involved. 

2. INTRODUCTION. 

In an era of unparalleled technological growth, the realms of traditional finance and 

contemporary digital innovation increasingly intersect. Cryptocurrencies and digital 

tokens are not just emblematic of this confluence, but they actively shape the modern 

financial tapestry, weaving through sectors, industries, and geographies. These digital 

assets are redefining the boundaries of value exchange, investment, and financial 

participation, democratizing access to global financial systems and creating 

opportunities for innovation and growth. 
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Amid this backdrop, doublejack has championed the intersection of cutting-edge 

blockchain technology with the iGaming industry, emerging as a pivotal player in the 

field. With the advent of the DJCK Token, doublejack seeks to further its vision of 

harmonizing digital currencies with real-world value, effectively enhancing the 

landscape of asset-backed, digital value representation. 

The Token Purchase Agreement (TPA) that follows is not just a mere transactional 

document, but a manifestation of the ethos, commitment, and vision of doublejack. It 

signifies the structured convergence of traditional contractual agreements with the 

agile, dynamic world of digital currencies. This document, while grounded in time-

tested legal principles, is also acutely aware of the nascent and evolving nature of the 

cryptocurrency world. Therefore, it seeks to balance protection with flexibility, 

offering stakeholders a robust framework within which they can operate, innovate, 

and grow. 

At its core, the purpose of this TPA is multi-fold: 

1. Clarity & Transparency: By delineating the terms of the token sale, the 

agreement ensures that both the Seller (doublejack) and the Purchaser have 

complete clarity regarding their respective rights, obligations, and the terms of 

the transaction. The document stands as a testament to doublejack’s 

commitment to transparent operations, ensuring that stakeholders have a 

clear understanding of the nuances of the token purchase. 

2. Risk Mitigation: In a dynamic digital asset landscape, the associated risks are 

ever-present and evolving. This agreement serves as a mechanism to apprise 

all parties of these risks, ensuring informed decision-making and consent. 

3. Operational Efficiency: By setting forth procedures for payment, token 

delivery, and other transactional aspects, the TPA streamlines the purchase 

process, ensuring efficiency and minimizing the potential for disputes. 
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4. Legal Compliance & Protections: The document encapsulates the legal 

essence of the transaction, ensuring that both parties are shielded from 

potential liabilities and are operating within the bounds of relevant 

regulations. Furthermore, it offers a framework for dispute resolution, 

grounding the digital transaction in traditional legal remedies. 

5. Reinforcement of Trust: For many, the world of digital tokens remains 

shrouded in complexity. This agreement, by providing a structured and clear 

framework, aims to bolster trust and confidence among purchasers, 

reinforcing doublejack’s reputation as a trustworthy and reliable entity in the 

digital currency domain. 

As the world stands on the cusp of a digital financial revolution, doublejack, with its 

DJCK Token, seeks to be at the forefront, championing innovation, value, and trust. 

This Token Purchase Agreement is a testament to that commitment, serving as a 

bridge between the digital and traditional worlds, and as an invitation to stakeholders 

to join in this exciting journey into the future of finance. 

In entering this agreement, both parties partake in a mutual commitment, 

underpinned by shared values, toward a more innovative, inclusive, and prosperous 

financial future. 
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3. PARTIES INVOLVED.

This Agreement represents a collaboration between two esteemed entities, each

possessing distinct expertise and significance in the spheres of digital finance and

tokenized assets:

3.1. Token Issuer: 

3.1.1. Name: doublejack.world Limited ("doublejack"). 

3.1.2. Registration: Registered in the British Virgin Islands (BVI). 

3.1.3. Description: Recognized for its commitment to responsible gambling 

and financial innovation. Associated with DJCK TOKEN, highlighting its 

stature as a pioneer in the FinTech space. 

3.2. Token Holder (Purchaser): 

3.2.1. Name:  ____________________________________________________ 

[Full Name / Entity Name to be filled in by the Purchaser]. 

Email: _____________________________________________________ 

3.2.2. Registration Details:  _______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

[Registration Number or Relevant Details to be filled in by the 

Purchaser]. 
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3.2.3. Description: ________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________ 

Representing a spectrum from individual investors to institutional odies, 

engaging with the promise of DJCK token and the vision of doublejack. 

Through this Agreement, a harmonious partnership unfolds, melding Party A's 

unparalleled expertise in the realm of digital tokens with Party B's keen interest and 

investment in the future of online finance. United by mutual objectives, both parties 

converge in this venture, capitalizing on the dynamic interplay between innovative 

FinTech solutions and the expansive promise of tokenized assets. This alliance 

endeavors to bolster their individual strengths, while collectively shaping the future 

trajectory of the digital finance landscape. 

4. SALE & PURCHASE OF DJCK TOKENS.

The integration of blockchain technology into various sectors has paved the way for

digital assets like DJCK tokens to be at the forefront of modern financial transactions.

These tokens, representing doubleJack's confluence of online gaming and pioneering

blockchain technology, offer users a secure, transparent, and efficient means of

engagement. Herein, we define the terms and conditions governing the sale and

acquisition of DJCK tokens.

Understanding the nuances of the DJCK token's sale and purchase is pivotal. It's not

merely a financial exchange but a commitment to a progressive vision that doubleJack

has conceptualized. Let us explore the specifics:
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Terms of Sale: 

4.1. Agreement on Purchase and Sale: The Purchaser hereby commits to buy, and 

the Seller is resolved to sell, __________________________ number of DJCK 

Tokens at an agreed rate of ____________ amount per token]. 

4.2. Total Purchase Value: The consolidated amount for this transaction will 

amount to  

____________________________________________________ Total Amount]. 

Subsequent points will further elaborate on the various components, rights, and 

obligations associated with this transaction, ensuring a seamless and transparent 

experience for both the seller and the buyer. 

5. PAYMENT & VERIFICATION.

To ensure a transparent and reliable transac�on process, the purchase of DJCK Tokens

has been designed to be both intui�ve and secure. The payment structure u�lizes the

robustness of electronic funds transfer, integrated with the diligent verifica�on

processes of Pronexus Treasury, ensuring that each transac�on is processed with

outmost accuracy and integrity. Payment Mode: The Purchaser shall remit payment

for the DJCK Tokens through an Electronic Funds Transfer.

5.1. Receiving Account Information: 

5.2. Beneficiary: Pronexus Treasury 

5.3. Bank:      WISE, IBAN: GB29 TRWI 2314 7061 5215 41 BIC/SWIFT: TRWIGB2L
Crypto:   BTC 34JijhLxF3BJeU1jEXq5ncx8aRkkhV5isv 

5.4. Payment Verification: Once the payment is made, Pronexus Treasury will 

validate and confirm the transaction's success to both the Purchaser and 

doublejack. 
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6. TOKEN ALLOCATION PROCESS. 

Upon successful verification of the transaction, the seamless integration between the 

payment gateway and the doublejack platform takes center stage. This subsequent 

phase ensures that the Purchaser is swiftly and securely onboarded, allowing for the 

prompt allocation and transfer of the DJCK Tokens into their designated digital wallet. 

6.1. Profile Setup: Upon receipt and verification of funds by Pronexus, doublejack 

will initiate the creation of the Purchaser's profile on their platform. 

6.2. Token Transfer: Following the profile setup, doublejack will credit the 

corresponding number of DJCK Tokens to the Purchaser's designated wallet 

within the doublejack platform. 

7. DISPUTE RESOLUTION. 
 

Any disputes arising from this agreement shall be resolved ini�ally through media�on. 

If unresolved, par�es may opt for arbitra�on or li�ga�on. All disputes shall be subject 

to the jurisdic�on of Bri�sh Virgin Islands courts. 
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8. CONFIDENTIALITY. 
 

All details of this agreement and related business informa�on exchanged herein 

remain confiden�al. Disclosure to third par�es is prohibited unless both par�es 

provide writen consent 

9. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES. 
 

doublejack warrants its legal authority to sell the tokens. The purchaser represents 

their legal capacity and right to purchase. Each party acknowledges that they rely on 

these representa�ons as the basis for this agreement. 

10. FORCE MAJEURE. 
 
Neither party shall be liable for failure to perform its obliga�ons if such failure results 

from unforeseen events beyond its control, including but not limited to natural 

disasters, wars, or government ac�ons. 

11. TAX IMPLICATIONS. 
 

The purchaser is solely responsible for any and all tax obliga�ons arising from the 

purchase, possession, or use of the DJCK Tokens. 

12. GOVERNING LAW. 
 
This agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of 

Bri�sh Virgin Islands. 
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13. COUNTERPARTS.

This agreement may be executed in mul�ple counterparts, each of which shall be 

deemed an original, but all of which together shall cons�tute one and the same 

instrument. The par�es agree that electronic signatures and facsimiles shall be as 

legally binding as original signatures. 

SIGNED AT ___________________________ THIS  _______ DAY OF ________________2023 

PURCHASER NAME:  _______________________________________ 
NAME | FOR AND BEHALF OF Pruchaser | Duly authorised and warran�ng such authority 

DOUBLEJACK.WORLD LIMITED:  _______________________________________ 
CEO NAME | MANAGING DIRECTOR OF doublejack.world limited | Duly authorised and warran�ng such authority 
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